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Abstract— A robust control solution is proposed to solve the
air supply control problem in autonomous polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) based systems. Different second
order sliding mode (SOSM) controllers are designed using a
model of a laboratory test fuel cell generation system. Very
good simulation results are obtained using such algorithms,
showing the suitability of the SOSM approach to PEMFC stack
breathing control. Subsequently, for experimental validation, a
controller based on one of the previously assessed SOSM algo-
rithms, namely a Super Twisting, is successfully implemented
in the laboratory test bench. Highly satisfactory results are
obtained, regarding dynamic behaviour, regulation error and
robustness to uncertainties and external disturbances.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing society concerns regarding the fundamental

problems of the use of hydrocarbons [1] are soaring research

on renewable power sources. Hydrogen, which is an efficient

and clean energy carrier, is a viable solution to mitigate the

problems associated to greenhouse gas emissions and source

dependence. In future energy schemes, renewable energy

sources will be fundamental and hydrogen can play a key

role for efficiency enhancement. Considering that renewable

energy sources are often intermittent and difficult to predict,

it is usually difficult to match the energy production and

the energy demand. Thus, the introduction of hydrogen as

an energy vector helps this matching and allows increasing

the efficiency and stability of the generation systems. Going

from a hydrocarbon based energy system to a new scheme

where hydrogen plays a basic role, naturally introduces fuel

cells (FC) in the energy conversion chain. These devices

produce electrical power through the catalytic reaction of

hydrogen oxidation, they are highly efficient and their only

by-products are water and heat. However, high costs, low

reliability and short lifetime of fuel cells are still limiting its

massive utilization in real applications. In this context, not

only the improvement of the system design, better materials

and components, but also new advanced control systems,

are necessary to achieve costs reduction, faster dynamic

responses, longer lifetimes and the optimization of the energy

conversion.

Improving the dynamic response and efficiency of a fuel

cell based system is a challenging control objective, as the FC
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itself involves the interaction of many high-order nonlinear

components. For instance, a system comprising an air supply

subsystem of a polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel

cell stack connected to an air compressor is described by

a seventh order nonlinear model [2], where many internal

variables are inaccessible for its use in control algorithms.

Besides, there are measurable and non-measurable distur-

bances that can affect system operation, as well as model

uncertainties.

Then, reliable control systems ensuring stability and per-

formance, as well as robustness to model uncertainties and

external perturbations are of capital importance for FC suc-

cess. In particular, the oxygen stoichiometry control system

[3][4], has to be able to optimise the system conversion

efficiency, avoiding performance deterioration together with

eventual irreversible damages in the polymeric membranes.

Therefore, an air flow control design and its implementation

in a laboratory fuel cell system are presented in this work.

The control problem is solved through second order sliding

mode (SOSM) control. The potential of this design technique

applied to fuel cells has been preliminary explored in [2],

using an open literature model of a PEMFC system for

automotive applications. Among some of the advantages of

SOSM, it can be highlighted the capability of system robust

stabilization, finite time convergence to the sliding surface

and chattering reduction even in the presence of model

uncertainties and disturbances [5][6][7].

Results provided in this paper can be easily extended to

other PEMFC systems. In the current work simulation results

show the suitability of SOSM to tackle this control problem

while, its successful implementation in an actual fuel cell

based generation system, experimentally demonstrates the

viability of this control solution.

II. EXPERIMENTAL FUEL CELL SYSTEM

Details of the laboratory test station used for controller

design and verification are shown if fig. 1. A schematic

diagram of the system is portrayed in fig. 2, where sensors

and actuators are also displayed. The main susbystems are

• Air Compressor: 12V DC oil-free diaphragm vacuum

pump. Input voltage to this device is used as the main

control action.

• Hydrogen and Oxygen humidifiers and line heaters:

These are used to maintain proper humidity and tempe-

rature conditions inside the cell stack, an important issue

for PEM membranes. Cellkraftr membrane exchange

humidifiers are used in the current setup. Decentralized



PID controllers in a power station ensure adequate

operation values.

• Fuel cell stack: an ElectroChemr 7-cell stack with

Nafion 115r membrane electrodes assemblies (MEAs)

is used, with a catalyst loading of 1 mg/cm2 of platinum,

50 cm2 of active area, 50W of nominal power and 100W

peak power.

Fig. 1. Experimental PEM fuel cells laboratory at IRI (UPC-CSIC)

Different sensors are incorporated to measure specific

variables, suited for modeling and control. Regarding fig.

2, these are: motor shaft angular velocity (ωcp), compressor

air mass flow (Wcp), hydrogen mass flow (WH2), cathode

and anode humidifiers pressures (Phum,ca and Phum,an), stack

pressure drops (Pca and Pan), motor stator current (Icp) and

voltage (Vcp), stack voltage (Vst) and load current (Iload).

Besides, a number of sensors were included to register sig-

nificant temperatures (Tst , Thum,ca, Tlh,ca, Thum,an and Tlh,an).

It must be noted that in a typical fuel cell application many

of these measurements are not necessary. For instance, the

controller proposed in section 5 only requires measurement

of the stack current and the compressor air flow.

System modelling was performed by the authors combi-

ning theoretical techniques and empirical analysis. Dynamic

models of the compressor, cathode and anode humidifier,

line heaters, fuel cell stack channels and membrane water

transport were developed and experimentally validated. The

resulting model, suitable for SOSM control design, has the
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Fig. 2. PEM Fuel cell system schematics

following general form:

ẋ = F (x(t))+ G ·u(t)

where X1 = [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7] ∈ R7 and u ∈ R.

• x1 = Wcp: compressor air mass flow [kg/s].

• x2 = mhum,ca: mass of air in the cathode humidifier [kg].

• x3 = mo2,ca: mass of oxygen in the stack cathode [kg].

• x4 = mN2,ca: mass of nitrogen in the stack cathode [kg].

• x5 = mv2,ca: mass of vapour in the stack cathode [kg].

• x6 = mH2,an: mass of hydrogen in the stack anode [kg].

• x7 = mv2,an: mass of vapour in the stack anode [kg].

The complete set of equations and physical parameters is not

included here for space reasons and can be found in [8] and

[9]

III. CONTROL OBJECTIVE AND SLIDING SURFACE

As already stated, the main objective of the control stra-

tegy proposed is the optimization of the energy conversion

of the fuel cell, maximizing the net power generated by the

system under different load conditions. Considering that the

compressor is also driven by the fuel cell (in fact, it can

be regarded as a parasitic load), the output net power (Pnet)

can be defined as the electrical power delivered by the stack

(Pst = VstIst) minus the electrical power consumed by the

compression subsystem (Pcp = VcpIcp). Optimization of the

system efficiency can be achieved by regulating the air mass

flow entering to the stack cathode at different load conditions.

Accomplishing such optimal comburent flow is equivalent

to maintaining the cathode line oxygen stoichiometry in

an optimal value. This becomes evident from fig. 3. The

optimum value of λo2
can be determined from a thorough

analysis of the open loop system, considering changes in the

current demanded to the stack and a wide set of stoichiome-

try values.

The oxygen stoichiometry or oxygen excess ratio is defi-

ned as:

λo2
=

Wo2,in

Wo2,react

(1)

where Wo2,in is the oxygen partial flow in the cathode, which

depends on the air flow released by the compressor Wcp and

the vapour injected by the humidifier. Wo2,react is the oxygen

flow consumed in the reaction. It can be directly related to
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Fig. 3. System performance in different load conditions (Pnet vs. λo2)

the total stack current (Ist):

Wo2,react = Go2

nIst

4F
(2)

Go2 is the molar mass of oxygen, n the total number of cells

of the stack and F the Faraday constant.

Once λo2,opt is determined, the objective of keeping the

oxygen excess ratio within optimal values can be achieved

controlling the oxygen mass flow (Wo2,in). Then, the follo-

wing mass flow reference can be obtained from (1) and (2):

Wo2,in,re f = λo2,optMo2

nIst

4F
(3)

where tracking Wo2,in,re f effectively implies λo2
= λo2,opt .

In the framework of the sliding mode theory, this control

objective can be expressed as follows:

S(x,t) = Wcp −Wcp,re f (4)

where S is the sliding variable that must be steered to zero

and Wcp,re f is the compressor air mass flow reference. This

latter expression can be readily obtained from the air mass

flow reference. Given that the molar fraction of oxygen in

the air (χo2) is known, the desired mass flow of dry air can

be directly computed from:

Wdry air,re f =
1

χo2

Wo2,inre f
=

1

χo2

λo2,optMo2

nIst

4F
(5)

Then, taking into account the relative humidity of the air

(Ωatm), the final expression of the air mass reference results:

Wcp,re f = (1 + Ωatm)
1

χo2

λo2,optMo2
nIst

4F
(6)

Note that for stable ambient conditions, the reference only

depends on a single measurable variable, i.e. the stack current

Ist .

IV. DESIGN OF PEMFC-SOSM CONTROLLERS

It has been established in Section I that SOSM techniques

present attractive characteristics that well suit the PEMFC

breathing control requirements. Together with the general

features of robustness, finite time convergence and chattering

reduction, in particular, generation of continuous control

action signals avoid output power quality deterioration and

the inconvenience of discontinuous voltage directly applied

to the compressor input.

A battery of SOSM algorithms can be found in the

literature, each one of them with its distinctive features. In

this work, three of the most well-known among them, namely

Twisting, Sub-Optimal and Super Twisting, have been chosen

to evaluate the viability of the SOSM approach to this fuel

cell system. To this aim, the controllers have been designed

using (1) (the detailed model description is given in [8]) and

have been assessed by thorough simulation tests. To obtain

the controllers gains, an initial design procedure, common to

the three algorithms, must be followed. To begin with, the

first and second time derivatives of the sliding variable (4)

have to be computed. They can be expressed as:

Ṡ =
∂

∂ t
S(t,x)+

∂

∂x
S(t,x).(F(x)+ G) (7)

S̈ =
∂

∂ t
Ṡ(t,x,u)+

∂

∂x
Ṡ(t,x,u).(F(x)+ G)+

+
∂

∂u
Ṡ(t,x,u).u̇(t) = ϕ(t,x,u)+ γ(t,x,u)u̇(t) (8)

where ϕ(t,x,u) and γ(t,x,u) for the PEMFC system are

smooth functions, that have to be bounded as follows:

0 < Γm ≤ γ(t,x,u) ≤ ΓM (9)

|ϕ(t,x,u)| ≤ Φ (10)

For the PEMFC under study, the bounding values were

computed by a numerical study of the nonlinear system

and refined through a physical study. Additionally, some

uncertainties were included in representative parameters such

as the motor inertia, torque friction, humidifier volume and

cathode air constant. The following values were obtained:

Φ = 2.310−5; Γm = 0,002; ΓM = 0,0083 (11)

Once the bounds have been determined, the stabilization

problem of system (1) with input-output dynamics (8) can

be solved through the solutions of the following equivalent

differential inclusion by applying SOSM:

s̈ ∈ [−Φ,Φ]+ [Γm,ΓM]u̇ (12)

Then, the gains of the SOSM algorithms are calculated

from Φ, Γm and ΓM guaranteeing that, once the system is

steered to the region where they hold, the trajectories do not

escape and converge to S = Ṡ = 0 in t < ∞.

The algorithms used in this paper depend on few pa-

rameters, which are computed during the off-line tuning

procedure. Thus, the on-line operation of the control algo-

rithms is very simple and with low computational cost. In

particular, the first two algorithms are intended for a sliding

variable of relative degree 2. Given that in the PEMFC under

consideration the relative degree is 1, for these first two cases

the system has been expanded with an integrator, considering

u̇(t) as the control action for the design. The algorithms and

the chosen gains for the PEMFC controllers are succinctly

described below.



A. Twisting Algorithm

This algorithm is characterised by the manner in which its

trajectories converge to the origin in the sliding plane S− Ṡ.

The knowledge of the signs of S and Ṡ is needed. The control

law is given by [10]:

ν(t) = u̇(t) = −r1sign(S)− r2sign(Ṡ) (13)

Sufficient conditions for finite-time convergence can be sta-

ted as:

r1 > r2 > 0

(r1 + r2)Γm −Φ > (r1 − r2)ΓM + Φ

(r1 − r2) > Φ
Γm

(14)

Therefore, the chosen gains result:

r1 = 1.75 ; r2 = 1.25 (15)

B. Sub-optimal Algorithm

Trajectories in the S− Ṡ plane are confined within parabo-

lic arcs which include the origin, so the convergence beha-

viour may execute twisting around the origin, “bouncing” on

the S axis or a combination of both. Its control law is [11]:

ν(t) = u̇(t) = α(t)Usign(S−β σM)

α(t) =

{

1 si (S−β σM)σM ≥ 0

α∗ si (S−β σM)σM < 0

(16)

where U > 0 is the control authority, α∗ > 1 is the modula-

tion parameter, 0 ≤ β < 1 is the anticipation parameter and

σM is a piece-wise constant function representing the last

extremal value of the sliding variable S(t).
Convergence in finite time is guaranteed if:

U > Φ
Γm

α∗ ∈ [1;+∞)∩
[

Φ+(1−β )ΓMU

β ΓmU
;+∞

) (17)

This algorithm requires the ability to detect the times when

Ṡ become zero and the corresponding values of S in those

instants, i.e. σM . The final choice of the controller parameters

for the PEMFC system is:

α∗ = 18 ; U = 0.5 ; β = 0.2 (18)

C. Super Twisting Algorithm

This algorithm is intended to systems with relative degree

1. One interesting feature is that, during on-line operation, it

does not require information of σ̇ . The trajectories converge

to the origin of the sliding plane turning around in a typical

way. The control law comprises two terms. One is the

integral of a discontinuous control action and, the other,

is a continuous function of S, contributing only during the

reaching phase [12]:

u(t) = u1(t)+ u2(t)

u̇1(t) = −γsign(S)

u2(t) =

{

−λ |S0|
1/2sign(S) i f |S| > |S0|

−λ |S|1/2sign(S) i f |S| ≤ |S0|

(19)

where γ and λ are design parameters that where derived

from the corresponding sufficient conditions for finite time

convergence of the algorithm [12]:

γ > Φ
Γm

λ >

√

2
Γ2

m

(Γmγ+Φ)2

(Γmγ−Φ)

(20)

Among the gains that fulfil them, best performance have

been achieved with:

λ = 20 ; γ = 0,08 (21)

It was previously stated that it is necessary to define an

extra control action that steers the sliding variable within a

region such that the bounds on the sliding dynamics given

in (9-10) are satisfied [5]. With this purpose, a feedforward

action u f f has been included. It provides the control effort

required to reach the surface neighborhood (S < |S0|) where

conditions (9-10) hold. Therefore, the implemented control

action (ui) comprises two terms:

ui(t) = u f f + u (22)

where u corresponds to the SOSM control action particu-

larised above. The expression of u f f is computed via a

polynomial obtained from an off-line test along the entire

operation range of the PEMFC system and given by:

u f f = 0.1014 W 6
cp,re f −1.1412 W 5

cp,re f +

+ 4.8303 W 4
cp,re f −9.3370 W 3

cp,re f + (23)

+ 8.1430 W 2
cp,re f −0.6129 Wcp,re f −0.1934

In the following figures it is presented the simulations

results of the controlled system using the algorithms designed

above. In figure (4) it is shown that the Twisting, Sub-

Optimal and Super Twisting controllers present a satisfactory

dynamic response when controlling the air mass flow. In

figure (4), the typical behaviour that impose the algorithms

to the nonlinear system is shown through as S-Ṡ diagram.

It is important to stress that, in simulations tests, the three

controllers present a similar dynamic behaviours when at

similar parameters tuning, so the suitability of the SOSM

approach for the breathing control of this PEMFC system it

is verified.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Among several simulation and experimental tests perfor-

med in the fuel cell system, a first approach to solve the real

problem was implemented through a Super Twisting contro-

ller. Considering that the plant has a relative degree one and

a noisy control output, the selected algorithm is particularly

suitable for the current laboratory implementation.

One of the objectives of this section is to present the per-

formance of the proposed SOSM controller, implemented in

the fuel cell test station and considering external disturbances

and different working conditions.

To assess the controller performance in real operation,

in figure (6) it can be appreciated the performance of the

SOSM+FF controller at different load conditions. Comparing
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figures (6) and (4), it can be stated that the simulation and

experimental results preserve the same dynamic behaviour,

showing the reliability and accuracy of the design methodo-

logy.
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Another representative set of tests was performed in the

PEM fuel cell test station, considering a external perturbation

in the cathode line pressure. In these experiments, the control

performance was assessed at a fixed control reference, see

figure (7), while a pressure disturbance in the air pressure

was incorporated by means of an electronic valve.
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It can be noticed that the control objective is satisfactory

accomplished during the imposed perturbation. Moreover,

when the system is strongly perturbed (t ≃ 195 s), the

controller drives again the system trajectories to the sliding

surface. This effect is achieved because the stability of the

closed loop system is guaranteed given that the differential

inclusion (12) is satisfied.

It is important to mention that the proposed SOSM+FF

controller showed very good performance for a wide range

of operation conditions, proving robustness with respect to

external disturbances and model uncertainties. Apart from the

presented examples, extensive simulation and experimental

analysis have been conducted and, in every case, highly

satisfactory results have been obtained using the proposed

SOSM controllers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Different high order sliding mode controllers that globally

solve the oxygen stoichiometry problem of a laboratory

PEMFC generation system were designed in this paper.

Their suitability was successfully verified through computer

simulation, taking into account external disturbances and

uncertainties in the system parameters. Subsequently, highly

satisfactory experimental results using the aforementioned

approach, particularly a Super Twisting topology with feed-

forward action, confirm the feasibility and simplicity of the

solution. Main advantages of the proposed SOSM control for

PEMFC systems can be summarized as follows:

• solution of the robust stabilization problem avoiding

chattering effects;

• enhanced dynamic characteristics;

• robustness to parameter uncertainties and external dis-

turbances;

• guaranteed extended range of operation, in spite of the

highly nonlinear nature of plant;

• the control law only depends on two measurable va-

riables, namely the stack current and the compressor

air flow, therefore no observer or state estimation is

required;



• simple controller structure, resulting in low real time

computational costs.

The resulting controllers were relatively simple to design

from measurements that can be easily taken from the real

system. This is an important issue for industrial applications,

where instrumentation must be kept to a minimum.
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